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Abstract. Though for a long time the set of classical belief revision
belief postulates of Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson (AGM)
was thought to incorporate a principle of minimality, according to
which the outcome of revising a knowledge base (KB) by new in-
formation had to be minimally different from the original KB, it was
realised that one had to add additional postulates, called relevance
postulates, in order to exclude forgetful revision. In this paper, we
investigate two minimality postulates for a particular semantic inte-
gration scenario in which conflicts are caused by ambiguous use of
symbols: A relevance postulate which says that only conflict relevant
information is allowed to be eliminated and a generalised inclusion
postulate which limits the creativity of the operators. Both postulates
exploit the (satisfiably) equivalent representation of a first order logic
KB by its prime implicates, which are its most logical atoms. As an
example for a revision based operator in a semantic integration sce-
nario, the definition of reinterpretation operators is recapitulated and
it is shown that these fulfil both postulates.

1 INTRODUCTION

Not long after the seminal papers of Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and
Makinson (AGM) [1, 2] it was realised that belief-revision tech-
niques could be fruitfully applied for ontology based semantic inte-
gration [23], in particular for different types of ontology change such
as ontology evolution, ontology alignment, ontology merge, ontol-
ogy debugging etc. [13]. Most of the work exploiting belief revision
for ontology change [14, 21, 12, 29, 28, 27] follows the general two-
way approach of classical belief revision of, on the one hand, defining
axiomatic specifications in the form of postulates and, on the other
hand, constructing operators that fulfil these postulates.

Postulates provide means to declaratively describe the properties
that an (revision, merge, integration etc.) operator to be built in some
application context or scenario should fulfil. Moreover, postulates al-
low for the comparison of different operators. In this paper, we will
look at postulates that are intended to specify a minimal change of a
knowledge base (or more concretely an ontology) and show that their
is a class of operators (reinterpretation operators) fulfilling them.

The intended integration scenario of this paper for which the min-
imality postulates are going to be developed can be described as fol-
lows. A receiver agent holds an ontology which is formally described
by a knowledge base (KB) in some expressive formal language like
first order logic (FOL) or a fragment of it (like description logic). In
particular, a KB is a finite set of sentences in FOL (or a fragment of
it). He receives information from another agent, who owns a possibly
but only minimally different ontology, and he wants to integrate the
information into his ontology.
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It is assumed that both the sender’s KB and the receiver’s KB are
well developed ontologies over the same application domain (e.g.,
ontologies for an online library system in universities); further it is
assumed that the terms used in the ontologies either denote the same
individuals, concepts and relations or are strongly related. Nonethe-
less, there may be terms that are used in different (related) ways in
between the sender’s and the receiver’s KB (ambiguous use of terms).
Here we constrain the ambiguous use to terms that denote concepts
or relations but not individuals. Think, e.g., of two ontologies for an
online library system where the receiver uses the term Article in
order to denote publications either in proceedings or journals while
the sender uses Article in a narrower sense to stand only for pub-
lications in journals. The receiver is assumed to give priority to the
sender’s meanings of the symbols and so the integration result will
contain the trigger (this is similar to classical belief revision and dif-
ferent from non-prioritised belief revision [17]) and trigger a change
of the receiver’s ontology to conserve consistency. But, as the ontol-
ogy of the receiver is assumed to be well developed the receiver is
interested in changing his ontology only minimally, i.e., he wants to
delete sentences of his KB and add additional sentences to it only as
much as needed.

In belief revision the theme of minimality is mainly dealt with
within the context of relevance postulates [16, 26] which specify that
only those sentences of the receiver’s KB that are relevant for con-
flicts with the trigger are allowed to be eliminated. But also inclu-
sion postulates [18] can be seen as contributions to a minimal-change
specification as they limit the operators’s “creativity” by prescribing
an upper bound to the result. In this paper, we start from these postu-
lates for classical belief revision, argue why they are not proper min-
imality specifications for the intended integration scenario and for-
mulate radically adapted versions that exploit the fine grained struc-
ture of ontologies by the notion of prime implicates. This adaptation
is needed for aligning the symbol-oriented conflict diagnosis of the
integration scenario (ambiguous use of symbols causes the conflict)
with the fact that conflicts show themselves on the level of sentences.

The work of this paper continues previous work on integration
operators for the intended integration scenario [11, 24]. We show that
the reinterpretation operators, which exploit the idea of reinterpreting
symbol’s of the receiver’s ontology and relating them with bridging
axioms [10], fulfil the adapted relevance and inclusion postulate.

The paper is structured as follows. After this introduction we
gather the logical preliminaries in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes
relevance and inclusion postulates for belief revision operators
that are associated with minimal change and argues why they
are not adequate specifications for the intended integration sce-
nario. Sections 4 and 5 describe new relevance and inclusion pos-
tulates that fit to the intended integration scenario. The last sec-
tion before the conclusion, Sect. 6, defines a class of integra-
tion operators that fulfil the new postulates. An extended ver-



sion of this paper containing full proofs can be found under the
URL http://dl.dropbox.com/u/65078815/oezcep12relevanceExt.pdf
or http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/people/oezcep/papers/papers.html.

2 LOGICAL PRELIMINARIES

A first order logic (FOL) vocabulary V consists of constants, pred-
icate symbols and function symbols. For a FOL formula or set of
formulas X let V(X) be the set of non-logical symbols occurring in
X . A literal is an atomic or a negated atomic formula. The notion
of a FOL structure or interpretation I = (∆I , ·I) ∈ Int(V) over
a vocabulary V is defined as usual; ∆I is the domain and ·I is the
denotation function; the truth of a formula α in I, denoted I |= α or
equivalently αI = true, is defined in the well known Tarskian style.
Let P be a unary predicate symbol,D ⊆ ∆I and I an interpretation.
The interpretation I[P 7→D] is called a P -variant of I; it has the same
denotations as I for all non-logical symbols except P , which is in-
terpreted by D. For other non-logical symbols the variant is defined
similarly. FOL formulas without free variables are called sentences.
The set of sentences containing only non-logical symbols in the vo-
cabulary V are denoted Sent(V). The set of sentences in Sent(V)
following from a set of sentences X (over a perhaps larger vocabu-
lary) is denoted by CnV(X). If two sets of FOL sentences X1, X2

are logically equivalent, we write X1 ≡ X2.
A non-logical symbol s ∈ V properly occurs in a sentence

α ∈ Sent(V) iff there are FOL interpretations I1, I2 ∈ Int(V),
s.t.: I1 and I2 differ only in the denotation of s and αI1 6= αI2 .
Let P ∈ V be an n-ary predicate symbol in V . It occurs syntacti-
cally positive (negative) in an FOL formula iff it occurs in the scope
of an even (uneven) number of negations—assuming that only the
propositional truth functions ∧,∨,¬ are used. For P ∈ V(α) we
say that P occurs semantically positive in sentence α, posOcc(P, α)
for short, iff: For all interpretations I = (∆I , ·I) and for subsets
D1, D2 ⊆ (∆I)n of the n-ary cartesian product of ∆I one has:
If D1 ⊆ D2 and I[P 7→D1] |= α, then also I[P 7→D2] |= α. P oc-
curs semantically negative in sentence α, negOcc(P, α) for short, iff
posOcc(P,¬α). P occurs mixed in α, mixOcc(P, α) for short, iff
it properly occurs in α but neither posOcc(P, α) nor negOcc(P, α).
We write posOccOrNot(P, α) (resp. negOccOrNot(P, α)) iff
posOcc(P, α) (resp. negOcc(P, α)) or P does not occur syntacti-
cally in α.

The reinterpretation operators described in Sect. 6 are based on
the concept of dual remainder sets [8, 29, 24], which is similar to
the concept of remainder sets [2] used in the classical paper of AGM
[1] for the construction of partial-meet revision functions. Let B

`

α,
the dual remainder sets modulo α, denote the set of inclusion max-
imal subsets X of B that are consistent with α, i.e., X ∈ B ` α iff
X ⊆ B, X ∪ {α} is consistent and for all X̄ ⊆ B with X ⊂ X̄
the set X̄ ∪ {α} is not consistent. The notion of dual remainders is
extended to arbitrary KBsB1 as second argument by definingB

`

B1

as B

` ∧
B1.

3 MINIMALITY IN BELIEF REVISION

In his paper on two dogmas of belief revision, Hans Rott [30] pointed
out the long standing belief (dogma) that classical belief revision à
la Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson (AGM) [1] obeys a princi-
pal of minimality, according to which a KB is allowed to be revised
only minimally in the light of new information. The AGM postu-
lates do not constrain the revision result in the main interesting case

of conflict between KB and triggering information. In fact, the am-
nesic (forgetful) revision operator defined by B ∗α = Cn(α) fulfils
all AGM postulates though it is clearly not minimal as it completely
deletes the sentences of the knowledge base B.

The relevance postulates of Hansson [16] and of Parikh [26] are
two different possibilities that remedy the unwanted property of am-
nesic revision. Relevance postulates specify that only those sentences
of the initial KB are allowed to be eliminated that are potential can-
didates for the conflict of the KB and the trigger. These kind of pos-
tulates constrain the revision result by an approximation from below
in the sense that they say which set of sentences X (namely those
not relevant for the conflict) have to be in the (set of consequences
of the) revision result: X ⊆ Cn(B ∗ α). Note that the AGM postu-
late called Expansion 2 (Exp 2) constrains the result only in the triv-
ial case where the trigger does not contradict the belief set. (AGM
formulated their postulates for logically closed KBs which they call
belief sets.)

(Exp 2) If ¬α /∈ B, then Cn(B ∪ α) ⊆ B ∗ α.

The relevance postulate of Hansson [16] is formulated for arbitrary,
i.e. not necessarily logically closed, sets of sentences B called belief
bases. The postulate says in words: If a sentence β of the belief base
B is not contained in the revision result B ∗ α , then it would lead to
an inconsistency if it were added to a consistent extension B′ of the
revision result.

(Rel-H) If β ∈ B and β /∈ B ∗ α, then there is a set B′, such that:

• B ∗ α ⊆ B′ ⊆ B ∪ {α};
• B′ is consistent;

• B′ ∪ {β} is not consistent.

Though this postulate formulates a moderate relevance condition
for belief base operators it is not an adequate postulate for the in-
tended integration scenario. In this scenario, it is not individual sen-
tences which cause a conflict but different uses of (concept or role
or more generally predicate but not constant) symbols in the knowl-
edge baseB and the trigger β. And indeed, the reinterpretation based
operators defined below do not fulfil this postulate.

Example 1 Let, e.g., be given a knowledge base according to which
we think that the media pr1, pr2, which are published in some pro-
ceedings are articles:B = {Article(pr1), Article(pr2)}. The trig-
ger α = ¬Article(pr1) stems from an agent who has a different un-
derstanding of ‘article’ according to which only publications in jour-
nals (but not proceedings) are articles. An appropriate revision result
B ∗ α would not only delete Article(pr1) but also Article(pr2);
because the next time the sender sends a trigger containing Article
negatively, namely ¬Article(pr2), a conflict will occur. But this op-
erator ∗ does not fulfil (Rel-H). As we will show below we can for-
mulate a radically adapted version of this relevance postulate that is
fulfilled by the reinterpretation operators.

A completely different relevance postulate, which is more symbol-
oriented and hence works equally for belief-base revision and belief-
set revision, was formulated by Parikh [26] and further developed by
him and colleagues [6, 7], as well as generalised by [20] and [19].
The idea rests on representing a KB B equivalently with KB com-
ponents with pairwise disjoint symbols sets Vn. Then a formula β is
considered to be relevant for the revision with the trigger α iff β and
α have symbols in one of the symbol sets Vn in common.

Formally, let V be an FOL vocabulary and V = {Vn}n∈I be a
partition of V . V is a splitting of a KB B iff there exists a family



of KBs {Bn}n∈I s.t.: V(Bn) ⊆ Vn and
⋃
{Bn}n∈I ≡ B [20].

Ordering splittings as partitions in the usual way, one can prove that
for every KBB there is always a unique finest splitting ofB [20, 26].
Now let B be a consistent KB and V = {Vn}n∈I the unique finest
splitting V of B. A formula β is irrelevant w.r.t. to the revision of B
with trigger α—β is irrelevant for α modulo B for short—iff for all
Vn ∈ V: Vn ∩V(β) = ∅ or Vn ∩V(α) = ∅. The relevance criterion
of Parikh now reads:

(Rel-P) If β is irrelevant for α modulo B, then β ∈ Cn(B ∗ α).

Parikh’s criterion (Rel-P) is not strong enough to exclude a kind
of semantic integration operation that in some sense is too sceptical.

Example 2 Think again of an integration scenario where the sender
has a stronger notion of article than the receiver. Assume that the re-
ceiver’s KB is B = {Article(pr1), Article(pr2),¬Article(bo1)},
which in particular says that the publication bo1 is not an article,
and the trigger stemming form the sender is α = ¬Article(pr1).
Consider the following integration operator ∗: For arbitrary KBs
B and trigger α the operator renames concept and role symbols
s of the receiver’s KB into new fresh symbols s′ in order to re-
gain consistency. In case of this example only the occurrences of
Article in B are renamed into Article′ and one gets B ∗ α =
{Article′(pr1), Article′(pr2),¬Article′(bo1),¬Article(pr1)}.
This operator ∗ clearly fulfils the criterion (Rel-P). But we lose the
information of B that the book bo1 is not an Article. Hence (Rel-P)
is not a relevance criterion that prohibits all too sceptical (though
symbol oriented) revision.

The relevance postulates cover only one aspect of minimality, but
completely miss the other aspect of minimality which is to constrain
the (consequences of the) revision result from above. That is, one has
to prescribe a set X such that Cn(B ∗ α) ⊆ X . In classical AGM
belief revision [1] the first expansion postulate (Exp 1) constrains
the revision result only in the uninteresting case where α does not
contradict B. In the more interesting case of contradiction, Cn(B ∪
α) is the set of all sentences, hence the postulate becomes vacuous.

(Exp 1) B ∗ α ⊆ Cn(B ∪ α).

For belief base revision, the (revised) knowledge base and the result
do not have to be logically closed. Hence the postulate corresponding
to (Exp 1), called inclusion postulate, really results in a approxima-
tion from above—thereby hampering all too creative base revision.

(Incl) B∗α ⊆ B ∪ α.

But for the integration scenario, belief base revision is not the
means of choice as its results depend on the syntactic repre-
sentation of the belief bases. For example, if the result of the
revision of {Article(pr1),¬Article(bo1),¬Article(bo2)} with
¬Article(pr1) results in {¬Article(bo1) ∧ ¬Article(bo2)}, this
should be considered to be a non-creative (acceptable) revision re-
sult, though (Incl) is not fulfilled. Hence, we will define a different
form of inclusion postulate that abstracts from the syntactic repre-
sentations of the knowledge bases. Thereby we will have described a
postulate for operators on the knowledge level [22], in which ontolo-
gies are first-class citizens.

4 THE POSTULATE OF REINTERPRETATION
RELEVANCE

For the following we will assume that B is a predicate logical KB
without the identity and function symbols, i.e.,B is a finite set of sen-
tences in first order (predicate) logic without identity and functional

symbols. The new relevance postulate starts off from Hansson’s rel-
evance postulate (Rel-H) and adapts it in the direction of making it
more symbol-oriented. The main technical tool for the adaptation is
the concept of a prime implicate, which roughly represents a most
atomic component of the KB. Though it is the different use of sym-
bols that leads to conflicts in our integration scenario, it is sentences
that make up a conflict. Hence, by representing a KB in a specific
normal form by its implied prime implicates, one gets a fine-grained
means for identifying the real culprit symbols for conflicts: just iden-
tify the prime implicates in which the symbols are contained and
which are involved in a conflict. While the notion of prime implicate
is omnipresent for propositional logic [3] and has been exploited for
the definitions of propositional revision operators [5, 25, 31], there is
no real semantic notion of prime implicate for FOL that deserves this
term (but compare the prime implicate definition for modal logics in
[4]), and there is no approach that uses prime implicates in the postu-
lates. We will work with a more syntactic notion of prime implicates
and use it for the (satisfiably) equivalent representations of KBs.

The core idea of the new relevance theorem is this: A sentence β
entailed by B is allowed to be eliminated from the integration result
if there is a related sentence ε of the normal form of B that together
with other formulas of the normal form leads to a contradiction. The
kind of relatedness between β and ε will be further specified below.
We now formalise the notions in order to formulate the relevance
postulate.

A FOL formula α is universal iff α is equivalent to a formula in
prenex form containing only all-quantifiers ∀. A universal formula of
the form ∀x1 . . .∀xn(li1 ∨ · · · ∨ lim), where the lij are literals with
variables in {x1, . . . , xn}, is a FOL clause. An FOL clause α1 =
∀x1 . . .∀xnβ is a (proper) subclause of a FOL clause α2, iff α2 is
of the form α2 = ∀y1 . . .∀ynδ, where all xi are among the yj and
the set of literals in β is a (proper) subset of the literals in δ.

Let X be a set of universal formulas. The set of FOL clauses of
X w.r.t. to a vocabulary V , ClV(X), is the set of all FOL clauses in
Sent(V) entailed by X . For formulas α let ClV(α) = ClV({α}).
If X is an arbitrary set of FOL sentences, let X∗ be the result of
skolemizing every sentence in X (with fresh constants). Let Vsk be
the set of used skolem symbols. The set of FOL clause of X w.r.t. V
and skolem symbols Vsk is defined by ClV∪Vsk(X∗).

Now we can define the set of FOL prime implicates of a set of
universal formula X w.r.t. V as the set of non-tautological clauses of
X for which there is no proper subclause in ClV(X).

PIV(X) = {pr ∈ ClV(X) | pr is non-tautological and has

no proper subclauses in ClV(X)}

The notion of an FOL prime implicate leads to a logically equiva-
lent characterisation of sets X containing only universal formulas.

Proposition 1 Let V be a predicate logical vocabulary. For every set
X of universal formulasX with V(X) ⊆ V we have:X ≡ PIV(X).

The notion of relatedness mentioned above is explicated techni-
cally by the (semantically) positive and negative occurrences of sym-
bols; it says that β and ε are related w.r.t. to a symbol P occurring
in both iff P occurs in the same polarity in both sentences or at least
mixed in one of the sentences.

Definition 1 Let P be a predicate symbol which occurs properly in
β and ε. β and ε are called related w.rt. P iff a) either mixOcc(P, ε)
or mixOcc(P, β); or b) posOcc(P, ε) and posOcc(P, β); or c)
negOcc(P, ε) and negOcc(P, β).



The new relevance postulate (Rel-R) which we call the postulate
of reinterpretation relevance now has the following form:

(Rel-R) Let be given a vocabulary V , an FOL KB B over V , an
FOL sentence α over V and an FOL clause β over V . Let B∗ be a
skolemization of

∧
B with skolem constants from Vsk.

If B |= β and B ∗α 6|= β, then there is a set X and a sentence
ε ∈ X s.t.:

1. X ⊆ PIV∪Vsk(B∗);

2. X ∪ {α} is inconsistent;

3. (X \ {ε}) ∪ {α} is consistent and

4. ε is related with β w.r.t. a predicate symbol P .

In words the postulates says the following: If there is a sentence β (in
fact we constrain β to be a clause) which follows from the original
KB B but is not contained in the integration result B ∗ α, then there
must be a good reason for excluding it from the result. The reason for
the exclusion is explained by a reference to the prime implicate form
of B: There is a sentence ε related to β such that its addition to a
subsetX \{ε} of the prime implicate form contradicts α. Hence, the
exclusion is not necessarily justified by identifying β as a culprit for
the conflict but (possibly) another related sentence ε. Note that the
set X \ {ε} has the role of B′ in the relevance postulate (Rel-H) of
Hansson. Though (Rel-R) expresses a very weak form of relevance,
it prohibits revision operators like those of Ex. 2.

Example 3 As in Ex. 2 assume that the KB has the form B =
{Article(pr1), Article(pr2),¬Article(bo1)} and the trigger is
α = ¬Article(pr1). Clearly PIV∪Vsk(B∗) = B∗ = B. Let
β = ¬Article(bo1). Then B |= β and B ∗ α 6|= β. But for the
predicate Article there is no X ⊆ PIV∪Vsk(B∗) that fulfils the
conditions of (Rel-R) because the only β-related prime implicate is
¬Article(bo1) which is not involved in a conflict.

5 AN EXTENDED INCLUSION POSTULATE
We further exploit the idea of prime implicates to define a postulate
that captures the other aspect of minimal integration where one con-
strains the (consequences of the integration) result from above. The
idea, in principle, is to enrich the given KB B to an equivalent set
Enr(B) that contains enough consequences of B in order to identify
the real potential culprits in the integration process. A typical exam-
ple for an enrichment operator is the disjunctive closure of a belief
base according to which a belief base is closed up with all (finite) dis-
junctions of sentences in it [15]. The general schema of the extended
inclusion axiom is the following:

(Incl-ES) For all α there is an X ⊆ Enr(B) such that X ∪ {α} 6|=
⊥, and for all β: If B ∗α |= β, then X ∪ {α} |= β.

This schema says: There is a subset of the enrichment of B such that
all sentences β entailed by the integration result follow from a subset
X of the enrichment together with the trigger α. Instantiations of this
schema with different enrichment operators Enr result in different
extended inclusion postulates whose usability relies heavily on the
properties of Enr. If, e.g., Enr is the identity, we get an all too strict
inclusion postulate. If Enr is Cn, we get an all too weak inclusion
postulate. That means, the good candidates for Enr lie in between the
identity and the consequence operator, and hence one should ensure
that Enr(B) ≡ B. As we allow the enrichment also to introduce
new symbols (like those needed for skolemization) we weaken this

goodness criterion to the restriction that B and Enr(B) should be
equivalent w.r.t. to the old vocabulary V . The enrichment operator
Enr we will use in the following is an operator that enriches B with
prime implicates of its skolemization.

Enr(B) = B ∪ PIV∪Vsk(B∗)

And in fact, though the enriched KB Enr(B) is not equivalent to B,
it is at least equivalent w.r.t. to the non-skolem symbols.

Proposition 2 For (finite) KBs B over V:

CnV(B) = CnV(Enr(B))

We call the postulate that results from (Incl-ES) by instantiating the
parameter Enr by Enr(B) = B∪PIV∪Vsk(B∗) the extended inclu-
sion postulate (Incl-E).

6 REINTERPRETATION OPERATORS
The extended relevance postulate and inclusion postulate are in-
tended to specify minimal changes of revision-like operators which
are used in a particular semantic integration scenario described in the
introduction. In this section, we recapitulate the definition of opera-
tors of this kind [11, 24] and show that they fulfil the new postulates.
Other postulates that are fulfilled by these operators (cf. ([24]) will
not be discussed in this paper. The construction of the operators mim-
ics the construction of the propositional revision operators of [9].

The integration operator to be defined in the following is denoted
by ◦ and is called a reinterpretation operator. (In [24] it is called weak
reinterpretation operator of type 2, but as we define only this reinter-
pretation operator, here we do not use the additional specifications.)
◦ is a binary operator with a finite FOL KB as left and an FOL sen-
tence α as right argument. Before giving the technical definition, the
main construction idea will be illustrated with the KB and the trigger
of Ex. 2.

Example 4 LetB = {Article(pr1), Article(pr2),¬Article(bo1)}
and the trigger α = ¬Article(pr1). The reinterpretation operator
◦ results in the following KB:

B ◦ α = {Article′(pr1), Article′(pr2),¬Article′(bo1),

¬Article(pr1),

∀x(Article(x)→ Article′(x))}

The conflict between B and α is traced back to ambiguous use of
symbols. As we assume that only predicate symbols (and not con-
stants) may be used ambiguously, the conflict can only be caused by
different uses of the unary predicate Article. The receiver (holder
of B) gives priority to the sender’s use of Article over his use of
Article, and hence he adds ¬Article(pr1) into the result B ◦α. Its
own use of Article is internalized, i.e., all occurrences of Article
in B are substituted by a new symbol Article′. This step of inter-
nalization will also be called the step of dissociation or disambigua-
tion as the uses of Article according to sender and receiver are put
apart. But as we assumed that in the integration scenario the uses
of Article by sender and receiver are similar, the receiver adds hy-
potheses on the semantical relatedness (bridging axioms, cf. [23])
of his and the sender’s use of Article. The hypothesis in this case
is ∀x(Article(x) → Article′(x)) which says that articles in the
sender’s sense are also articles in the receiver’s sense. Note that
because of this hypothesis the result B ◦ α entails the assertion
¬Article(bo1) from the initial KB B. The other direction of the hy-
pothesis, namely ∀x(Article′(x) → Article(x)) cannot be added
to the result as it would lead to a contradiction.



So the general construction for the reinterpretation operators in case
of conflict is first to disambiguate the symbols involved in a conflict
and second add bridging axioms. Technically the disambiguation is
realised by uniform substitutions called ambiguity compliant resolu-
tion substitutions, AR(V,V ′) for short. Here, we assume V∩V ′ = ∅
where V ′ is the set of symbols used for internalization. The substitu-
tions in AR(V,V ′) get as input a non-logical symbol in V (in case
of this paper: a predicate symbol) and map it either to itself or to
a new non-logical symbol (of the same type) in V ′. In our case we
only consider the substitution of predicate symbols. The set of sym-
bols s ∈ V for which σ(s) 6= s is called the support of σ and is
denoted supp(σ). A substitution with support S is also denoted by
σS . For substitutions σ1, σ2 ∈ AR(V,V ′) we define an ordering by:
σ1 ≤ σ2 iff supp(σ1) ⊆ supp(σ2). AR(V,V ′) can be partitioned
into equivalence classes of substitutions that have the same support.
We assume that for every equivalence class a representative substi-
tution Φ(S) ∈ ars(V,V ′) with support S is fixed. Φ is called a
disambiguation schema.

In the general case, there may be more than one predicate sym-
bol which has to be disambiguated in order to get consistency; and
even more, there may be many different sets of symbols for which
a disambiguation leads to consistency. These sets are called minimal
conflict symbol sets and are defined formally as follows:

Definition 2 Let B be an FOL KB over V and α an FOL sentence
over V . The set of minimal conflicting symbols sets, MCS(B,α), is
defined by:

MCS(B,α) = {S ⊆ V | There is a σS ∈ AR(V,V ′), s.t.

BσS ∪ {α} is consistent, and for

all σR ∈ AR(V,V ′) with σR < σS

BσR ∪ {α} is not consistent. }

As no symbol set in MCS(B,α) is a better candidate then the other,
we assume that a selection function γ1 selects the good candidates:
γ1(MCS(B,α)) ⊆ MCS(B,α). In the end, the symbol set S# =⋃
γ1(MCS(B,α)) is the set of symbols which will be internalized.
In the second step, the disambiguated symbols of S# are related

by bridging axioms. Depending on what kind of bridging axioms
are chosen, different integration operators result. Here, we choose a
very conservative simple class of initial bridging axioms called sim-
ple bridging axioms. (For other types of bridging axioms see [24] and
[11].) Let be given a substitution σ = σS ∈ AR(V,V) with support
S ⊆ V . Let P be an n-ary predicate symbol in S, σ(P ) = P ′ and
let ~x = x1, . . . , xn. Then define

−→
P = ∀~x(P (~x) → P ′(~x)) and

←−
P = ∀~x(P ′(~x)→ P (~x)).

Definition 3 Let σ = σS ∈ AR(V,V) for S ⊆ V . The set of simple
bridging axioms w.r.t. σ is BA(σ) = {

−→
P ,
←−
P | P ∈ S}.

In case of conflict, not all bridging axioms of BA(S#) can be added
to the integration result (compare Ex. 4). Hence, we search for sub-
sets that are compatible with the union of the internalized KB and
the trigger, Bσ ∪ {α}. That means, possible candidate sets of bridg-
ing axioms can be described by dual remainder sets (see section on
logical preliminaries) as BA(σ)

`

(Bσ ∪ {α}). Again, as there is no
preference for one candidate over the other we assume that a sec-
ond selection function γ2 is given with γ2(BA(σ)

`

(Bσ ∪ {α})) ⊆
(BA(σ)

`

(Bσ∪{α}). The intersections of the selected bridging ax-
ioms is the set of bridging axioms added to the integration result.
(Compare this with the partial meet revision functions of AGM [1]).
The reinterpretation operator ◦ = ◦γ now is defined as follows:

Definition 4 Let V be a predicate logical vocabulary, V ′ a disjoint
predicate logical vocabulary (for internalization) and let be given a
disambiguation scheme Φ. Moreover let be given selection functions
γ1, γ2 and for short let γ = (γ1, γ2). For any FOL KB B and FOL
sentence α over V let S# =

⋃
γ1(MCS(B,α)) and σ = Φ(S#).

Then the reinterpretation operator ◦ = ◦γ is defined by

B ◦ α = σ(B) ∪ {α} ∪
⋂
γ2
(
BA(σ)

`

(σ(B) ∪ {α})
)

It can easily be checked that this definition of ◦ gives the results in
Ex. 4 (for any pair of selection functions γ1, γ2).

7 REINTERPRETATION OPERATORS ARE
MINIMAL SEMANTIC INTEGRATION
OPERATORS

We now justify the introduction of the reinterpretation operators by
proving that they fulfil the reinterpretation postulate and the extended
inclusion postulate. The main component in the proofs are proposi-
tions that explicate the interaction of the internalization and of the
bridging axioms with the prime implicates implied by the KB B.
The first main proposition is explicated in the following:

Proposition 3 Let be given vocabularies V and V ′ with V ∩V ′ = ∅.
Let B be a set of universal formula in FOL (without identity and
function symbols) over V , let σ be a substitution of predicate symbols
P by new symbols σ(P ) ∈ V ′ and let PI(·) = PIV∪V

′
(·). Then:

CnV(PI(Bσ)) = CnV(PI(Bσ) ∩ Sent(V))

If a KBB is internalized w.r.t. to some symbols (those in the support
of σ), then some of the original consequences of B are lost, and
hence this is also true for the equivalent set of prime implicates ofBσ
over the (larger) vocabulary V∪V ′. But remarkably, according to this
proposition, if we restricted the prime implicates to those containing
only symbols of V , the loss of V-consequences ofB does not become
bigger. That means that in order to register losses of V-consequences
of B we can stick to the prime implicates of B.

While this proposition hints to the interaction of prime implicates
with the internalization, the following proposition talks about their
interaction with simple bridging axioms. The proposition refers to
the notion of an admissible skolemization. Let B∗ = ∀x̃1 . . .∀x̃mB̃
be a skolemization of B with skolem constants not in V(B ∪ Bσ).
Then B∗σ = ∀x̃1 . . .∀x̃mB̃σ is a skolemization of Bσ. Let ∀zb̃a
be a prenex form of some set of bridging axioms ba ⊆ BA(σ). Then
(Bσ∪ ba)∗ is called anB∗- admissible skolemization ofBσ∪ ba iff
it has the form (Bσ ∪ ba)∗ = ∀z∀x̃1 . . .∀x̃m(B̃σ ∧ b̃a).

Proposition 4 Let V , V ′, Vsk be pairwise disjoint vocabularies. Let
B be a KB over V and σ be a substitution of predicate symbols P by
new predicate symbols σ(P ) ∈ V ′. Let ba ⊆ BA(σ) be a subset of
bridging axioms and (Bσ ∪ ba)∗ be a B∗-admissible skolemization
of Bσ ∪ ba with skolem constants from Vsk; then:

PIV∪V
′∪Vsk((Bσ ∪ ba)∗) ∩ Sent(V ∪ V(B∗)) ⊆ PIV∪Vsk(B∗)

This proposition says that the internalization with symbols from
V ′ and the addition of bridging axioms to the KB does not enlarge
the capability of prime implicates to entail sentences not containing
internal symbols. Again, that means that the original prime impli-
cates of the KB B can be used as indicators for possible conflicts.
Note that a corresponding proposition for more complex bridging
axioms may not hold.

Using these propositions one can show the desired theorem.



Theorem 1 The reinterpretation operators according to Definition
4 fulfil the postulates of reinterpretation relevance (Rel-R) and ex-
tended inclusion (Incl-ES).

We give a proof of the theorem based on the propositions above and
the following proposition which is part of the folklore.

Proposition 5 Let β be an FOL formula over V and β∗ be a skolem-
ization with constants not in V . Then CnV(β) = CnV(β∗).

Proof that postulate (Rel-R) is fulfilled

We need the following lemma which can be proved by considering
resolution. In the lemma we use the auxiliary boolean function g;
let P be an n-ary predicate symbol and β be an arbitrary sentence.
g(ba, β) holds iff P occurs in β in a polarity corresponding to its
occurrence in the simple bridging axiom ba.

g(ba, β) =

{
posOccOrNot(P, β), if ba =

←−
P

negOccOrNot(P, β), if ba =
−→
P

Lemma 1 Let S = {P1, . . . , Pn} be a set of pairwise disjoint pred-
icate symbols from a vocabulary V , σ = [P1/P

′
1, . . . , Pn/P

′
n] an

injective substitution with P ′i ∈ V \ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let Vn =
V\{P ′1, . . . , P ′n}. LetB be a KB with V(B) ⊆ Vn and ba ⊆ BA(σ)

a set of bridging axioms of the form ba(Pi) ∈ {
−→
Pi,
←−
Pi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Let (Bσ ∪ ba)∗ be an B∗-admissible skolemization of Bσ ∪ ba with
skolem constants from V\V(B\V(Bσ). Last but not least letU ⊆ S
be the set of symbols Pi ∈ S such that {

−→
Pi,
←−
Pi} ⊆ ba. Then

ClVn((Oσ ∪B)∗) = {β ∈ ClVn(O∗) | There is an ε with:

ε ∈ ClVn((Bσ ∪ ba)∗);

ε |= β;

ε has no symbol of S \ V(ba) and for all

Pi ∈ (S ∩ V(ba)) \ U : g(ba(Pi), ε)}

LetBres abbreviateB◦α = Bσ∪ba∪{α} for a subset ba ⊆ BA(σ).
Let Bres 6|= β and B |= β. Because of Prop. 5 it holds that B∗ |= β
and (Bσ ∪ ba)∗ 6|= ⊥. Because of Lemma 1 it follows that there is
a predicate symbol P in β s.t.: P does not occur in ba or we have
ba(P ) ∈ ba, but not g(ba(P ), β). I consider only the latter case as
the former can be reduced to it. W.lo.g. let ba(P ) =

←−
P . That means

that P either occurs mixed in β or positively.
That

←−
P is not contained in the integration result means that there

is a subset ba′ = {ba(P1), . . . , ba(Pk)} ⊆ BA(σ) of the bridging
axioms s.t.

Y := Bσ ∪ ba′

is compatible with α but

Z := Bσ ∪ ba′ ∪ {
←−
P }

is not compatible with α. Hence ¬α /∈ CnV(Y ), whilst ¬α ∈
CnV(Z). Let Y ∗ and Z∗ be B∗-admissible skolemizations with
skolem constants in Vsk. With Prop. 5 it follows ¬α /∈ CnV(Y ∗),
whilst ¬α ∈ CnV(Z∗). Because of Prop. 1 it follows

¬α /∈ CnV(PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Y ∗)), but (1)

¬α ∈ CnV(PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Z∗)) (2)

Because of Prop. 3 we have further

CnV∪Vsk(Y ∗) = CnV∪Vsk(PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Y ∗) ∩ Sent(V ∪ Vsk))

CnV∪Vsk(Z∗) = CnV∪Vsk(PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Z∗) ∩ Sent(V ∪ Vsk))

Intersecting both sides of the equation with Sent(V) results in the
equations:

CnV(Y ∗) = CnV(PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Y ∗) ∩ Sent(V ∪ Vsk))

CnV(Z∗) = CnV(PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Z∗) ∩ Sent(V ∪ Vsk))

Therefore with (1) and (2) one can infer that

¬α /∈ CnV(PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Y ∗) ∩ Sent(V ∪ Vsk))

¬α ∈ CnV(PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Z∗) ∩ Sent(V ∪ Vsk))

Because of Prop. 4 the setsX1 = PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Y ∗)∩Sent(V∪Vsk)

andX2 = PIV∪V
′∪Vsk(Z∗)∩Sent(V∪Vsk) are prime implicates of

B∗ with X1 ⊆ X2. Choose an X such that X1 ⊆ X ⊆ X2 and X
is inclusion minimal w.r.t. the property that ¬α ∈ CnV(X). Such an
X exists, as for X2 one has ¬α ∈ CnV(X2). X must contain prime
implicates in which P occurs positively or in mixed form; otherwise
we would have X1 = X2. Hence there is also an ε which is related
to β w.r.t. P . So all conditions of (Rel-R) are fulfilled.

Proof that postulate (Incl-E) is fulfilled

Assume thatB◦α = Bσ∪ba∪{α} for some set of bridging axioms
ba ⊆ BA(σ). Now we have the following chain of equations:

CnV(Bσ ∪ ba)
Prop. 5
= CnV((Bσ ∪ ba)∗)

Prop. 1
= CnV(PIV∪V

′∪Vsk((Bσ ∪ ba)∗))

Prop. 3
= CnV(PIV∪V

′∪Vsk((Bσ ∪ ba)∗)

∩ Sent(V ∪ V(B∗)))

Let X = PIV∪V
′∪Vsk((Bσ ∪ ba)∗) ∩ Sent(V ∪ V(B∗)). Then we

continue with

X
Prop. 4
⊆ PIV∪V

′∪Vsk(B∗) ⊆ Enr(B)

Hence X ∪ {α} is consistent, because B ◦ α is consistent. For all β
with B ◦ α |= β and β ∈ Sent(V) it holds that Bσ ∪ ba |= α→ β,
hence X |= α→ β and so also X ∪ {α} |= β.

8 CONCLUSION
This paper investigated minimality postulates for a particular integra-
tion scenario where a receiver agents wants to integrate information
stemming from a sender agent. We assumed that the understandings
of the symbols by the sender and the receiver are in most cases iden-
tical; but if they are used in different meanings, they differ only mini-
mally. Starting off from relevance postulates and inclusion postulates
for belief revision operators we defined the postulate of reinterpreta-
tion relevance and the postulate of extended inclusion. These specify
a global kind of minimal change of the receiver’s KB by specifying
what is allowed to be eliminated (conflict relevant sentences) from
the result and what sentences at most are allowed to be contained in
the result.

A novel feature of the postulates is the exploitation of prime impli-
cates. The introduction of prime implicates makes it possible to align



one of the assumption for the intended semantic scenario (namely
that it is ambiguous use of symbols which causes the conflict) with
the fact that contradictions show themselves not on the symbol level
but on the sentence level.

The reinterpretation operators recapitulated in this paper can be
shown to fulfil the new postulates and as such can be thought of re-
alising a semantic integration which changes the meanings of the
receiver’s symbols only in a minimal way.

Concerning future work we mention that the postulates (Rel-R)
and (Incl-E) are intended to be used as main components for an en-
visioned representation theorem for predicate logical reinterpretation
operators.
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